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ABSTRACT

Speaker diarization in noisy conditions is addressed in this paper. The regression-based DNN is first adopted to map the noisy acoustic features to the clean features, and then consensus clustering of the original and mapped features is used to fuse the diarization results. The experiments are conducted on the IFLY-DIAR-II database, which is a Chinese talk show database with various noise types, such as music, applause and laughter. Compared to the baseline system using PLP features, a 21.26% relative DER improvement can be achieved using the proposed algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Speaker diarization relates to the problem of determining “who spoke when”. It can be used as an important front-end for audio records that contain more than one active speaker before performing other speech information processing. A typical speaker diarization system consists of four major modules: feature extraction, speaker segmentation, speaker clustering and Viterbi re-segmentation. Short-term acoustic features, such as Perceptual Linear Predictive (PLP) or Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC), are the most widely used in speaker diarization. Generally, the traditional approach of speaker segmentation using the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [1] is adopted, followed by Agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC) [2]. A number of approaches exist involving the distance metric of each pair of clusters. When clusters are represented by Gaussian mixture model (GMM), cross likelihood ratio (CLR) [3] and T-Test distance [4] are typically used. More recently, the i-vector has become the mainstream method used in the state-of-the-art diarization systems [5, 6], and PLDA [7] or a cosine distance metric are utilized for clustering. After initial clustering, Viterbi re-segmentation is employed to refine initial segmentation boundaries. Furthermore, system fusion approaches are adopted to utilize the complementary information of different features or sub-systems [8, 9, 10]. These algorithms have greatly improved the diarization performance, with the diarization error rate lower than 1% possible in clean telephone conversational speech [5, 11].

However, the performance of diarization systems will greatly deteriorate under noisy conditions [12, 13]. Since the acoustic features represent the speaker’s vocal characteristic, we exploited using deep neural networks (DNNs) to obtain the noise robust features to improve the reliability of speaker diarization systems in this paper.

Deep learning techniques have been introduced in speech enhancement. In [14], Xu et al. used a regression-based DNN to enhance the noisy speech, and Du et al. [15] used the enhanced speech features directly to train acoustic models (GMM-HMM and DNN-HMM) for automatic speech recognition (ASR). In [16], Gao et al. mapped the input noisy features to the desired clean acoustic features using a regression DNN and proposed to jointly train a single DNN for both feature mapping and acoustic modeling, which achieved a significant improvement by fusing the enhanced features from different domains. In [17], Wang et al. used a similar framework in voice activity detection (VAD). Encouraged by their work, we employ feature mapping to obtain cleaner features in noisy conditions and use the enhanced features for speaker diarization.

The cluster purity of initial speaker models plays an important role in Viterbi re-segmentation. We focus on improving the cluster purity based on consensus clustering [18, 19] in this paper. The regression-based DNN is first used to transform the noise corrupted features into enhanced features, and then the initial clustering results based on the original features and enhanced features are generated. Speech segments belonging to the same cluster in the above-described two clustering results are chosen to train the presumptive speaker initial models, which are used in the following Viterbi re-segmentation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the feature mapping based on regression DNN. Section 3 presents the system fusion based on consensus clustering. Analysis of the experiments and results are presented in section 4. Finally, the results are summarized in section 5.
2. FEATURE MAPPING

Regression-based DNN is used for feature mapping [16, 17]; the DNN architecture is shown in Figure 1. This regression DNN performs as a highly non-linear regression function to obtain clean speech features from noisy speech features. To improve the continuity of estimated clean features, the acoustic context information along both time axis (with multiple neighboring frames) and frequency axis (with full frequency bins) is utilized by DNN. As for training a more generalized DNN model, a large amount of pairs of noisy and clean speech data is required. Since it is difficult and expensive to collect so much noisy training data from real scenarios, the noisy training data is produced by corrupting the clean speech data with different types of noise at various signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) levels. The training process is similar to classification DNN, consisting of unsupervised agglomerative hierarchical clustering is performed at the second step using the original features. In our experiments, the consensus clustering has two steps. The first step is to remove the impure speaker segments to obtain more purified clusters, and then the pure speaker segments are used to train initial speaker probability models. Generally speaking, the number of purified clusters is more than that of real speaker after the first step, so agglomerative hierarchical clustering is performed at the second step using the original features.

At the first step, consensus matrix [18] \( M \) is used to remove the impure speaker segments. Consensus matrix \( M \) with the size \( N \times N \) denotes whether two speech segments belong to the same cluster or not, where \( N \) is the total number of speech segments in a recording. Consensus matrix \( M \) is defined as follows:

\[
M(i,j) = \frac{\sum_h M_h(i,j)}{H} \tag{2}
\]

where \( H \) denotes the total number of diarization systems, and \( M_h(i,j) \) is defined as follows:

\[
M_h(i,j) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if segments } i \text{ and } j \text{ belong to the same cluster} \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \tag{3}
\]

where subscript \( h \) denotes the index of the sub-system used for consensus clustering. \( M(i,j) \) represents the probability that segments \( i \) and \( j \) are assigned to the same cluster. If \( M(i,j) \) is equal to 1, the confidence of segments \( i \) and \( j \) enhanced features in the rest of this paper.

The main purpose of consensus clustering is to access the stability of the discovered clusters and discard the unstable clusters [18]. When it is used for cluster purification, it can remove the incorrect assignments of speech segments in speaker clusters before cluster modeling.

The framework of our speaker diarization system is shown in Figure 2. Two sub-systems are adopted in consensus clustering with the same diarization algorithm, where original and enhanced features are used separately. These two sub-systems employ the same initial segments from BIC segmentation with original features.
in the same cluster is high and they are chosen in the following agglomerative hierarchical clustering. Furthermore, we discard the consensus clusters whose duration is shorter than 5 seconds in the experiments.

In the second step, clusters obtained from the first step are served as initial clusters, and the original features are used in agglomerative hierarchical clustering. By using consensus clustering, many impure segments are removed and we can obtain more precise speaker model which is used for segment re-assignment at the Viterbi decoding step.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT ANALYSIS

4.1. Experiment data

The experiments carried out on the IFLY-DIAR-II database, which is drawn from Chinese talk shows, and the sample rate is 16 kHz. The duration of the recordings in the IFLY-DIAR-II database vary from 20 minutes to one hour. The number of speakers in each recording ranges from 2 to 9, and there are generally one host and several guests. The speaking style is spontaneous and causal, and short conversation turns and overlapped speech are often encountered. Furthermore, the speech is corrupted by music, laughter, applause, or other noises.

The training set contains 171 recordings (86 hours), the development set consists of 90 conversations (47 hours), and the test set contains 367 audio files (193 hours).

4.2. Performance evaluation metric

We use the diarization error rate (DER) [20] to measure the performance of the speaker diarization systems. DER can be expressed as:

$$\text{DER} = \frac{T_{FA} + T_{miss} + T_{spkErr}}{T_{speech}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $T_{FA}$, $T_{miss}$, $T_{spkErr}$ and $T_{speech}$ are the duration of silence wrongly classified as speech, the duration of speech misclassified as silence, the duration of speech wrongly classified to other speakers, and the total duration of speech. We use oracle speech activity detection (SAD) for the following experiments. The oracle SADs are derived from the reference human transcriptions, so only speaker confusion error is attributed to DER.

In addition to DER, the average cluster purity rate (ACPR) [19] is adopted to evaluate the cluster purity before performing Viterbi re-segmentation as follows.

$$\text{ACPR} = \frac{T_{PurSeg}}{T_{speech}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $T_{PurSeg}$ is the total duration of pure speaker segments in all clusters.

4.3. Regression DNN training

The IFLYTEK-HIFICM database is used for regression DNN training, and is composed of 16880 clean Mandarin utterances. Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), music, applause and laughter are used as noise signals, which are added to these clean utterances at five different SNR levels from 0dB to 20dB with an increment of 5dB. As for the DNN training, the input layer is a context window of 11 frames of 39-dimensional PLP feature with delta and acceleration coefficients. The DNN architecture was 429-2048-2048-429, the mini-batch size $N$ is set to 128, and the regularization weighting coefficient $\lambda$ is 1e-5.

4.4. Speaker diarization system description

The state-of-the-art speaker diarization algorithms are adopted in our system building. Since the oracle SADs are used to mark the speech segments, VAD algorithm is not applied. Oracle SADs and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) based change point detector [1] are first used to partition the recording into short segments, and then an agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC) algorithm is performed. At this step, the T-test distance [4] is adopted for clustering; the clustering process stops when a stopping threshold is met. After the clustering, several iterations of Viterbi segmentation and models retraining are performed.

In our experiment, the duration of each segment is relatively long in the audio files of the talk show, and the well-known i-vector/PLDA method is not as good as the method based on T-test distance; thus, we adopted the T-test distance at AHC step in this paper.

4.5. Experimental results and analysis

4.5.1 Experiment using different acoustic features

First, we compare the diarization performance with three different acoustic features: PLP, MFCC and enhanced PLP (denoted as EnPLP). Table 1 presents the results on IFLY-DIAR-II database. The enhanced PLP can achieve 7.32% relative DER reduction and 1.82% absolute ACPR improvement compared to MFCC. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of the enhanced speech features obtained by regression DNN. We can get clearer speaker’s personal characteristics from the enhanced speech features, which can improve the diarization performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>DER(%)</th>
<th>ACPR(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLP</td>
<td>9.83</td>
<td>84.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFCC</td>
<td>9.89</td>
<td>84.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EnPLP</td>
<td>9.11</td>
<td>86.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5.2 Experiment with consensus clustering
We further analyze the diarization performance based on consensus clustering. Although consensus clustering can be carried out on more than two sub-systems, we only compare the pairwise combinations of the above-mentioned three acoustic features in this paper. The results of consensus clustering based on different combination are listed in Table 2. MFCC-EnPLP denotes the fusion of MFCC and EnPLP based on consensus clustering; similarly, PLP-EnPLP represents the fusion of PLP and EnPLP, and PLP-MFCC is the fusion of PLP and MFCC. We can see that the difference between MFCC-EnPLP and PLP-EnPLP is small for both DER and ACPR. Compared to PLP-MFCC, PLP-EnPLP can achieve 9.15% relative DER reduction and 2.23% absolute ACPR improvement. The results in Table 1 and Table 2 show that PLP-EnPLP can achieve 21.26% relative DER reduction and 6.97% absolute ACPR improvement compared to the original PLP feature.

Table 2. Results of consensus clustering based on different acoustic feature combinations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
<th>DER(%)</th>
<th>ACPR(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MFCC-EnPLP</td>
<td>7.82</td>
<td>91.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLP-EnPLP</td>
<td>7.74</td>
<td>91.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLP-MFCC</td>
<td>8.52</td>
<td>89.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To sum up, the use of enhanced features can increase the robustness of speaker diarization systems in noisy conditions. Moreover, the enhanced features can add complementary information to the original short-term features.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Speech is always corrupted by all types of noise in practical applications; such noise will degrade the performance of speaker diarization system. In this paper, we utilize a regression DNN to map noisy features to clean features and find the enhanced features can improve the purity of the speaker diarization clusters. Furthermore, the results of consensus clustering in the IFLY-DIAR-II test set reported a 21.26% relative DER improvement compared to the PLP baseline system, and these experiments confirm that the enhanced PLP features can add complementary information to the original PLP features in noisy conditions.
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